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Abstract
We give the findings and the results of applying the PARADISE
framework to the data from Wizard-of-Oz experiments of a de-
veloping, bilingual, spoken natural-language dialogue system
for weather-information retrieval. An important conclusion is
that directing the user to select relevant, available data makes a
significant contribution to user satisfaction when dealing with
a sparse and dynamical information source that has a time-
dependent data structure. Therefore, a flexible knowledge rep-
resentation that will handle this kind of data is needed. We pro-
pose a knowledge representation using two relations between
temporarily available pieces of information, i.e., the partial or-
der relationset inclusionand the symmetric and reflexiveneigh-
bourhood relation, which enable the data model to relate as
many data objects as needed and thus give the dialogue man-
ager a greater robustness in considering and offering relevant
data.

1. Introduction
This work is based on the development of the dialogue-manager
component of a bilingual, spoken natural-language dialogue
system for weather-information retrieval [1]. The dialogue is
modeled using theslot-filling approach, often referred to as the
frame-basedapproach [2]. To avoid ambiguity in the dialogue
strategy, we useconversational game theory, which represents
a line of research [3, 4, 5, 6] where dialogues consist of ex-
changes, calledconversational games, which are planned by the
dialogue manager and whose internal structure is shared knowl-
edge between the dialogue partners.

In order to evaluate the performance of spoken-language
dialogue systems, Walker et al. (1997) proposedPARADISE
(PARAdigm for DIalogue System Evaluation), a framework
that models user satisfaction as a linear combination of mea-
sures reflecting both task success and dialogue costs. The re-
sults of applying PARADISE to the data from Wizard-of-Oz ex-
periments [8] showed that user satisfaction is significantly cor-
related with the percentage of those user initiatives that resulted
in the provision of relevant information. When the system stated
not having had the requested information in the database, the
user was left unsatisfied. In addition, the user’s perception of
the system’s performance was influenced by this dissatisfaction.

The weather-information source of our dialogue system, ex-
tracted from the web pages of theEnvironmental Agency of
the Republic of Slovenia (EARS), is sparse and dynamical with
a time-dependent data structure. Our system has information
about a small subset of the cities in Europe, and particularly
in Slovenia. Even for the cities it knows, the system does not
necessarily have the same knowledge for all of them, and, more-
over, this knowledge structure is time-dependent. Therefore, if
we want to prevent the user from being unsatisfied with the sys-

tem’s performance, he/she needs to be directed to select relevant
available data when his/her explicit request yields no informa-
tion. This suggests the need for a non-traditional data model
that will be able to handle such a data structure.

Zue et al. (2000) had to face similar problems when de-
velopingJUPITER, a conversational interface that allows users
to obtain worldwide weather-forecast information over the tele-
phone using spoken dialogue.JUPITER’s weather-forecast data
are stored in a relational database, and it has a separate con-
stant geography table organized hierarchically. We argue that
a separate constant table cannot solve all problems. However,
we have found that our dialogue system will be as flexible and
cooperative as possible in directing the user to select relevant,
available data if the relations between pieces of information are
re-established after every update of the information source and
in accordance with temporarily available pieces of information.

2. Wizard-of-Oz experiments
We started the process of designing the dialogue manager by
conducting the Wizard-of-Oz experiment [8] since the dia-
logues collected during such an experiment reflect the language
that would be attempted when communicating with a computer
system. The task of the wizard in the first Wizard-of-Oz exper-
iment was to simulate dialogue management and speech under-
standing within the weather-information-providing spoken dia-
logue system. The second experiment was carried out in order
to evaluate the performance of the newly implemented dialogue
manager and the knowledge representation described in section
3. Therefore, all the other components of the system remained
the same.

2.1. The first experiment

A total of 76 Slovene users (38 female, 38 male) were chosen to
take part in the first Wizard-of-Oz experiment where the system
consisted of a wizard-friendly graphical interface, a weather-
information database, a natural-language generation module,
and a Slovenian text-to-speech module [10]. The wizard sit
behind the graphical interface, listened to the caller, and gave
his/her answers through mouse-clicks and key-presses. These
answers were then synthesized and sent as speech over the tele-
phone line.

The users were given verbal instructions about the general
functionality of the system and a sheet of paper containing a
description of the tasks they were supposed to complete. In or-
der to evaluate user satisfaction, users were given similar user-
satisfaction surveys as in [7] and asked to specify the degree to
which they agree with several statements about the behaviour
or the performance of the system (TTS Performance, ASR Per-
formance, Task Ease, Interaction Pace, User Expertise, System
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Response, Expected Behaviour, Future Use). The assessment of
these statements was based on a five-class ranking scale from 1,
indicating strong disagreement, to 5, indicating strong agree-
ment. A comprehensiveUser Satisfactionwas then computed
by summing each question’s score, and thus ranged in value
from 8 to 40. In the first Wizard-of-Oz experiment, the mean
User Satisfactionvalue was 34.08 with a standard deviation of
5.07.

When applying PARADISE to the data from the first
Wizard-of-Oz experiment to derive a performance equation, we
found that

Ã Help-Messages Ratio(the ratio of system moves play-
ing help messages),

Ã Non-Provided-Information Ratio (the ratio of user-
initiating moves that did not result in relevant informa-
tion being provided),

Ã Task Completion (the user’s perception of completing
the first task),

Ã Mean System Response Time(the mean response time
of the system), and

Ã Rejection Ratio (the ratio of system moves asking for a
repetition of the last utterance)

were the parameters that significantly contributed to user satis-
faction.

2.2. The second experiment

The task of the wizard in the second Wizard-of-Oz experi-
ment was only to simulate speech understanding. The wizard
was sitting behind the dialogue-manager’s interface and entered
the meaning representation of what the user said. In compari-
son with the first Wizard-of-Oz experiment where the system’s
knowledge source consisted of table-data structure, the system’s
knowledge in the second experiment was structured in accor-
dance with the non-traditionaldialogue mIPC Kripke model
presented in section 3.

A total of 68 Slovene users (29 female, 39 male) were cho-
sen to take part in the second Wizard-of-Oz experiment, with
17 of them having already taken part in the first Wizard-of-Oz
experiment. However, no differences in the behaviour between
them and the behaviour of the novice users were noticed. There-
fore, only the results for the whole group of users is given.

In the second Wizard-of-Oz experiment, users were given
the same instructions and the same user-satisfaction surveys as
in the first experiment. The meanUser Satisfactionvalue was
31.96 with a standard deviation of 4.99.

When applying PARADISE to the data from the second
Wizard-of-Oz experiment to derive a new performance equa-
tion, we found that

Ã Check Ratio (the ratio of system’s questions about
something that it believed already to know the answer
to but was not absolutely certain),

Ã Kappa (success at achieving the information require-
ments of the task [11]),

Ã Mean Elapsed Time (the mean elapsed time for the
completion of the tasks that occurred within the inter-
action),

Ã Non-Provided-Information Ratio (the ratio of user-
initiating moves that did not result in relevant informa-
tion being provided), and

Ã Task Completion (the user’s perception of completing
the first task)

were the parameters that significantly contributed to user satis-
faction.

2.3. Wizard-of-Oz findings

Significant predictors of user satisfaction that did not refer to
the wizard wereHelp-Messages Ratioand Non-Provided-
Information Ratio in the first experiment, andCheck Ratio
and Non-Provided-Information Ratio in the second experi-
ment.

The size of theHelp-Messages Ratiois a consequence of
the user’s behaviour during the conversation, which is, on the
other hand, influenced by the system’s level of user-friendliness
and cooperation. A user-friendly and cooperative dialogue sys-
tem should not only play an active role in directing the dialogue
flow toward a successful conclusion for the user, it should also
be able to take the initiative and to instruct the user if he/she
asks for help. However, because some novice users of a dia-
logue system who are not able to adapt quickly are likely to
need instructions provided by the system,Help-Messages Ra-
tio is expected to reflect user satisfaction.Check Ratio can
also not be eliminated since the speech-understanding process
is usually the most problematic part of a dialogue-system’s per-
formance.

Therefore, user satisfaction can be remarkably improved
by decreasingNon-Provided-Information Ratio , the ratio of
user-initiating moves that do not result in relevant information
being provided. This can be done by preventing the dialogue
manager from giving no information before first checking that
there is no other available data that might be relevant to the
user’s request, i.e., the dialogue manager should be as flexible
as possible in directing the user to select relevant, available data.
This flexibility is in no small measure supported by thedialogue
mIPC Kripke model(section 3) that was already used in the sec-
ond Wizard-of-Oz experiment.

3. Knowledge representation
The first attempt to construct a data model that would be flexible
in directing the user to select relevant, available data was thedi-
alogue mIPC Kripke model[12] already used within the second
Wizard-of-Oz experiment. Here, the main idea was to transform
the information source into several sets of logical statements
and make use of proper modal intuitionistic logical inference
rules. A framework based on partial orders was set up and two
novel classes of modal operators were introduced.

3.1. The dialogue mIPC Kripke model

This model represents a new class of the best-known models of
modal logic, i.e., theKripke models[13], often referred to as
Kripke possible worlds semantics. The underlying idea in such
models is that there are a number of different worlds where the
same statement may express different propositions. Unlike the
proposition expressed by a statement involving only the usual
logical connectives, the proposition expressed by a statement
involving modalities depends crucially on the status of other
worlds. Thus the meaning of modalities is based on the primi-
tive notion of relative truth, i.e., truth in a given world.

Suppose that the slot-filling dialogue manager of an
information-providing natural language dialogue system hasn
possible types of slots to manage, e.g., type of information, lo-
cation, and time period. For the set of propositional variables



Figure 1: The initial relations between pieces of Slovenian spatial data (regions and locations), where the arcs of the initialbeing-less-
specificand the initialneighbourhoodrelation are coloured black and gray, respectively.

take the union of setsP1, ..., Pn, each corresponding to one of
n possible types of slots, where the elements ofPi are all the
possible fill-ins for thei-th type of slot.

Transform the information source into the set of possible
worldsW = W1 ∪W2 where each propositional variablepij

is associated with the worldW1ij containing the atomic state-
mentpij , i.e. themain atomic statement. To get the second
set of possible worldsW2, take each world inW1 and add
at least one new atomic statement, i.e. thelimitation, so that
there is no world containing a pair of atomic statements whose
propositional variables can fill the same type of slot. Because of
not containing any information about the accessibility and the
relevance of particular pieces of information, the main atomic
statement and the limitations, which reflect the content of the
user’s question, are not handled like the other statements built
from the propositional variablespij , the logical constants⊥ and
>, the intuitionistic propositional connectives∧, ∨, ¬, and⇒,
and the modalitiesdiamond down5 anddiamond up4. The
proposed modalities are defined as follows:

Ã 5A means thatA is available and relevant but less spe-
cific,

Ã 4A means thatA is available and relevant but more spe-
cific.

In the set of all possible worldsW , we defined the reflexive and
transitivevisibility relationset inclusionR by

Ã wRv if and only if the worldw is less specific thanv,
i.e. v is accessible fromw,

and the partial order relation≤ by

Ã w ≤ v if and only if v contains the same atomic state-
ment and all the limitations of the worldw.

The relationR is based on a more obvious relation, i.e. the
relation being-less-specific(figure 1), defined between fill-ins
of the same type of slot, which relates less specific pieces of
information with those more specific. Therefore, the visibil-
ity relation R relates exactly the worlds with identical sets of

limitations whose main atomic statements are in relationbeing-
less-specific.

Example 1 As an simple illustration, suppose that the infor-
mation source contains data about the expected temperature
in Ljubljana today and data about the expected temperature
in Slovenia tomorrow. Let Ljubljana be the world with the
main atomic statementLjubljana , and let Slovenia be the
world with the main atomic statementSlovenia , both without
limitations. Since the fill-inSloveniais in relation being-less-
specificwith the fill-inLjubljana(figure 1), the world Ljubljana
contains the following statements:

Ljubljana

temperature⇒ today

today⇒ temperature

5Slovenia(temperature⇒ tomorrow)

5Slovenia(tomorrow⇒ temperature)

...

In the Kripke models, it is natural to think of the worlds
as representing possible stages of knowledge; a higher world
in the partially ordered set(W,≤) of possible worlds corre-
sponds to an extension of our knowledge. Following the Krip-
kean paradigm for intuitionistic logic, atomic facts accumulate
as we ascend the partial order.

Example 2 Consider Example 1 and suppose that the user re-
quested for information about the temperature in Ljubljana to-
morrow. If the system wants to reply giving the related places,
for which it is able to provide the requested type of information,
it extends its knowledge with the atomic statementtempe-
rature . This means that the worlds Ljubljana and Slovenia
have gone over into the worlds Ljubljana’ and Slovenia’, re-
spectively, whereLjubljana ≤ Ljubljana′ andSlovenia ≤
Slovenia′. The sets of statements of the worlds Ljubljana’ and



Slovenia’ are obtained using proper modal inference rules [12].
The resulting world Ljubljana’ contains the following state-
ments:

Ljubljana

temperature

temperature⇒ today

today⇒ temperature

5Slovenia′(temperature⇒ tomorrow)

5Slovenia′(tomorrow⇒ temperature)

...

The following rules are obtained using proper inference rules.

today

5Slovenia′ tomorrow

...

Now it is evident that there is information about the temperature
in Ljubljana today, but also information about the temperature
in Slovenia tomorrow.

3.2. An extension of the dialogue mIPC Kripke model

After the second Wizard-of-Oz experiment, which again
showed that the ratio of user-initiating moves that did not re-
sult in relevant information being provided is extremely impor-
tant when being concerned with the robustness of a dialogue-
manager’s performance, we decided to extend the introduced
dialogue mIPC Kripke model to achieve greater flexibility in
directing the user to select relevant, available data. In the first
data model, the main visibility relation had some restraints due
to its transitivity. For instance, if some disjointed objects (e.g.,
neighbours) were related by this transitive relation, this could
cause some non-relevant objects to be related as well.

Therefore, we propose the use of an additional visibility
relation between the possible worlds, i.e. theneighbourhood
relationN , with the aim to consider not only the inclusions of
fill-ins but also the neighbours of fill-ins in order to extract ad-
ditional relevant, available data. The neighbourhood relation
N , which is again based on a more obvious relation between
fill-ins, is defined as follows:

Ã wNv if and only if the sets of limitations of the worlds
w andv are identical and the main atomic statement of
w is a neighbour of the main atomic statement ofv that
should be considered as relevant.

On the one hand, both visibility relations are re-established af-
ter every update of the information source in accordance with
temporarily available pieces of information, i.e., they are time-
dependent, on the other hand, they are always subsets of the
initially defined relations between all possible fill-ins of a par-
ticular type of slot. The initial relations between the spatial fill-
ins concerning Slovenia are shown in Figure 1, where the arcs
of the initial being-less-specificand the initialneighbourhood
relation are coloured black and gray, respectively.

4. Conclusions
Due to the results of Wizard-of-Oz experiments and their eval-
uation, we argue that a robust dialogue manager of a conver-
sational interface has to be as flexible as possible in directing

the user to select relevant, available data when his/her explicit
request yields no information.

Therefore, we have proposed a novel, flexible knowledge
representation based on intuitionistic modal logic. Two novel
classes of modal operators, i.e. diamond down and diamond
up, and a novel class of Kripke models, i.e. the dialogue mIPC
Kripke model, have been introduced.
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